Abstract The mass sensitivity of the piezoelectric models, we applied the most commonly used cuts and surface acoustic wave (SAW) 
I. INTRODUCTION wave energy and surface particle displacements were obtained from the FE analysis data considering the bulk Surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensors are micro-wave reflection. The wave energy data were selected electromechanical systems (MEMS) which are used for from the period when the bulk wave reflections do not sensing small changes in the composition of the surface deteriorate the energy value of the bulk elements. such as added mass by surface adsorption. The mass Using the appropriate data from two analyses sensitivity for this type of sensors is the important accompanied with the analytical perturbation method criteria to select the appropriate sensor for desirable formula [9] , we calculated the mass sensitivity for each applications and precise measurements. To evaluate sensor. this value for different piezoelectric materials, some complex equations considering the wave propagation II. MAsS LOADING and energy distribution in the sensor substrate should be calculated [1] . In almost all the theoretical cases,
The simplest interaction, and the one most utilized one should consider some simplifications and analytical for SAW sensor applications, is the response due to approaches to evaluate the different specifications of changes in the areal/mass density (mass/area) on the piezoelectric sensors e.g. the mass sensitivity [2] . Also device surface. From the perturbation method theory these investigations for various piezoelectric materials [9] , the general mass sensitivity formula which defines can take considerable time due to the anisotropic the decreasing change in resonant frequency is given construction of these materials. In (Fig. 2b) and the each sensor. First, we applied an impulse signal with vle fdslcmns(s~n~o n ufc the magnitude of 1V for the duration of 4 ns to one nod ofec ounwr baiermFAeeet node of the input IDT and the simulation was run for energy and node displacements data respectively during 100 ns. To get an acceptable accuracy and to provide a tesmlto.As ocmaetems estvt values, the operating angular frequency was Considering Fig. 4 , the bulk energy distribution can be evaluated for 360Y-X LiTaO3 The distribution Using the mentioned data with equation (1) and procedure consists of four distinguishable periods. First dividing the total energy of the each column by the area period is the gradual increasing of energy amplitude of the surface element (4.375 x 4.375 tim2) to acquire due to the propagation of bulk wave from the surface the area density of the wave energy (U), the mass source of energy (IDT signal).This initial distribution sensitivity values were calculated for the elements of energy lasts until the bulk acoustic waves distribute network columns during the simulation. The sample completely in the sensor substrate and the bulk acoustic mass sensitivity graph is presented for 360Y-X cut of waves reach the stable condition. This period starts lithium tantalate in Fig. 3 Fig. 4 . The last period is the period when the bulk Fig. 3 . Mass sensitivity graph for 360Y-X LiTaO3 SAW and reflected waves gradually become synchronized, sensor. therefore the energy value increases significantly with this synchronization as it is obvious in Fig. 4 between As it is defined in equation (1), the wave energy 83 ns to the end of the simulation. This final period should be considered as an average value. Therefore, lasts until a maximum energy value which is reached the average value of the mass sensitivity graph can be with the next beating period. These four periods can be obtained as the total mass sensitivity for each sensor. usually detected in any SAW sensors with the period To calculate the average of the mass sensitivity graph, lengths and starting times depend on the substrate we should select the best period of the simulation material, orientation and the type of reflected waves. without spurious data. The most important problem We evaluated the bulk energy graphs for the mentioned which can affect the FEA data in this analysis is the six sensors and then we detected the stable period for bulk wave reflection from the back surface of the each sensor same as we did for 36°Y-X LiTaO3 in Fig. sensor. It can especially deteriorate the bulk element 4.Then we used the mass sensitivity graph to calculate energy data and then it causes the spurious values in the the average value of mass sensitivity in the stable mass sensitivity graph. Therefore the effect of this period. Table II presents this value and the stable reflection should be evaluated for each sensor .For this period for each mentioned sensors. Also other purpose one of the lowest elements (longest element) of researchers' results for mass sensitivity of these sensors the elements network was considered and the energy are presented in this table to show the validation of our value for this element was obtained during the analysis.
simulation. The sample graph of this value for 36°Y-X LiTaO3 is presented in Fig. 4 . , vol. 73, pp. 5937-5944, 2001 . ST-X quartz SAW sensor.
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